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The combined assault of the thunder rumbling overhead and 
the Gregorian chants drifting from within makes crossing 

Eremito’s threshold every bit as dramatic as I’d hoped. It’s taken 
me one plane, several trains and an off-road jeep to arrive at this 
hotel deep in the Umbrian hills, drawn by the promise of 3,000 
hectares of wilderness, time to myself, long moments of silence 
and a true digital detox – as well as the intriguing paradox of a 
“luxury monastic retreat”. My pilgrimage to get here may have 
ended, but I sense that my journey has only just begun.

Despite having the appearance of an ancient monastery, Eremito 
is only five years old. The hotel took four years to build using 
130,000 stones and relying entirely on ancient Italian masonry 
techniques combined with state-of-the-art solar and geothermal 
heating systems. Contemplating the extent of this commitment is 
part of the appeal – it’s the antithesis of logic and the fruition of 
the owner’s slightly mad vision.  

Light years away from the monotonous luxury of other 
Instagram-ready hotels, Eremito is a pleasant assault on the 
senses containing pockets of a Moroccan riad, an Umbrian family 
home and a 14th-century Franciscan monastery. Repurposed 
glass, wood, brass and fabrics add slices of the unexpected to 
its otherwise minimal design. Its narrow, candle-lit corridors, 
textured walls and weathered stone floors can feel a little 
foreboding, yet the living room is as homely as can be and is filled 
with sprawling cushions, antique curiosities and sunflowers.

Eremito’s lovable boxer dog, Pepo, leaps up to welcome me as 
I’m ushered to my celluzze, one of 12 rooms based on Franciscan 
monks’ cells. We pass the plunge pool, reading cave, Giardini di 
Silencio (Silent Garden) and a small family chapel before reaching 
a perfectly formed room at the end of a long, quiet corridor. It 
feels luxurious in its simplicity – there’s a wrought-iron bed with 
soft white linen, a marble sink with home-made soap and fresh, 
cool air seeps in from the forested valley below. Over the next 48 
hours, waking up comes as readily as sleep.   
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Rooms from £125
eremito.com 

easyJet flies to Rome from London several times a day from 
£39 per person
easyjet.com

It’s difficult to appreciate Eremito without first getting to 
know its owner, Marcello Murzilli. Marcello has a natural flair 
for storytelling and within moments of our meeting he begins 
emphatically: “In my life, I’ve always been more interested in 
the creative format than repeating the same things over and over. 
Eremito is a concept that should be taken all over the world, but I 
don’t want to do that. I enjoy creating new things.” 

It’s an ethos that has served him well. After founding the Italian 
fashion line El Charro at 40, he “bought his freedom”, sailed 
the world on a wooden boat, fell in love with a nature reserve 
in Mexico and built the eco-lodge Hotelito Desconocido before 
returning to his home country in search of something new. 
“I wanted to create a type of hotel that no-one had ever seen 
before – somewhere for people to come on their own and where 
spirituality and ecology come first.” 

Marcello’s words leave me dancing somewhere between 
scepticism and enlightenment. So much of the modern world 
feels inherently bad for our mental health yet being bombarded 
with messages about disconnecting is tiresome – is it just another 
marketing buzzword akin to wellness, luxury and sustainability?

Adamant that this is a hotel for “everyday” people, not monks 
or those in need of therapy, Marcello urges me to switch off my 
phone and simply enjoy the space. The more he talks, the more 

I feel as though I’m in a counselling session. “Society is built to 
make you unhappy and anxious. The demands on you are too big. 
We all need a place where we can strip everything back.” He talks 
about the importance of prioritising and balance, getting rid of 
friends we don’t need and focusing on one thing at a time. Finally, 
he warns me of the “Eremito effect”: “Some come for a week, 
they change and reset – and then return for six months.”

A small bell rings for dinner and the quiet descends. Unlike so 
many other wellness retreats, there’s no schedule at Eremito 
except for meal times. Breakfast and lunch are lively, but 
the communal dinner is hosted in complete silence. We file 
tentatively into the dining room where candles flicker, the 
windows are flung open and dusk billows in. Birdsong, Gregorian 
chants and a soft clinking from the kitchen are the only sounds to 
be heard. The initial strangeness soon washes over (aided by my 
first gulp of red wine) and I relish giving such a perfectly formed 
meal my undivided attention.

Giddiness-inducing digestivos are taken around the bonfire and 
a gentle whirr of chatter fills the night sky. A mix of women and 
men from all over Europe, mostly travelling alone and in their 
30s, have come here for time out, time alone and to switch off. 
The conversation runs freely, noticeably uninterrupted by 
the impulse to check in on somewhere or someone else with a 
quick glance at a screen. I’m reminded of what makes travel so 

compelling – removed from preconceptions or routine, people 
are more open and honest. Bonds with strangers are fleeting yet 
at the same time meaningful.

The next morning I wake as dawn breaks and a thick mist creeps 
over the valley. After a morning prayer in the tiny chapel in the 
eaves, where Marcello, his brother and other staff members sing 
Italian verses to Pepo’s rhythmic snoring, it’s time for yoga. 

We follow Marcello’s lead through simple stretches and gentle 
meditation as the morning sun seeps in. As a stiff-jointed 
atheist, it’s an unprecedentedly flexible and holy start to the day. 
Breakfast is less worthy – piles of cake, bread, pecorino cheese, 
tomatoes, granola, fruit and yoghurt, all home-made or home-
grown – are washed down with several cups of punchy Italian 
coffee. Marcello announces, “We’ve awakened the soul, we’ve 
awakened the body and now it’s time for coffee”. 

Reading, chatting and walking fill the rest of my time. I stomp 
into the hills to the tiny hamlet of Cantone and what looks like a 
mass of green trees from my celluzze turn red, orange, purple and 
silver on closer inspection. Butterflies dance around my shoulders 
and grasshoppers bounce off my ankles. Elderly men and women 
look bemused to see me meandering past their open homes 
until, without warning, the road dissipates into an olive grove. 
I stumble back into an impromptu pasta-making lesson run by 

Sergio, Marcello’s brother and Eremito’s chef. The conversation 
dips between Italian and English as several of us make penchi 
pasta shapes from fresh dough in the dappled sunlight.

Leaving is an unexpected wrench. With so few decisions to make, 
people to please and demands to meet, being at Eremito is akin 
to a big, unanticipated hug. Marcello’s warning swirls around my 
head – disconnecting can make much of modern life seem futile 
and even arduous.

I remember the pasta-making, the bonfire and the hikes. What 
made those moments enduring wasn’t anything to do with 
praying, being surrounded by wilderness or disconnecting at all 
– in fact, it was making the effort to truly connect with everything 
around me. I put my phone away for a little longer.
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